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Marking Criteria
 
 
Criteria 0-39% 40-49% 50-59% 60-69% 70-100%

 Fail Adequate Pass Satisfactory Pass Good Pass Excellent Pass

Brand 
(30%)
 
A suitably 
designed 
brand which 
includes 
Monogram, 
Wordmark, 
Visual Mark 
and Brand 
Guidelines.

Design and 
implementation of 
brand is poor with 
little or no 
consideration for 
monogram, 
wordmark, visual 
mark, or brand 
guidelines.

 
Very poor attention 
to detail.

 
 

Design and implementation 
of brand is average.

 
Needed to show process 
appropriate to the 
visualisation of ideas in both 
paper based and digital 
activities to communicate 
concepts visually.

 
Need to consider further how 
the brand developed can 
implemented in the design of 
the portfolio.

Design and 
implementation of brand 
is reasonable.  

 
Satisfactory 
consideration for 
monogram, wordmark, 
visual mark and brand 
guidelines.

 
Overall look and feel is 
limited by attention to 
detail with digital assets 
need further refinement.

Design and implementation 
of an innovative brand is 
good with consideration 
monogram, wordmark, 
visual mark and brand 
guidelines.

 
Brand is good with digital 
image assets present. Good 
attention to detail.

Design and implementation 
of an innovative brand is 
excellent with consideration 
monogram, wordmark, visual 
mark and brand guidelines.

 
Brand is excellent with both 
digital and moving image 
assets present. Excellent 
attention to detail.

Portfolio 
(30%)
 
A suitably 
designed 
portfolio 
using 
industry 
technology 
which 
adheres to 
web 
standards 
and reflects 
the brand 
that has been 
created.

Design and 
implementation of 
portfolio website is 
poor with little or 
no consideration 
for content, layout 
web standards. No 
consideration of 
content or brand.

Design and implementation 
of portfolio website is 
average.  Limited 
consideration for web 
standards, content and 
brand.

 
Need to consider how the 
brand developed can 
implemented in the design of 
the portfolio.

Design and 
implementation of 
portfolio website is 
reasonable.  

 
Satisfactory 
consideration for web 
standards, content, and 
brand.  Brand guidelines 
have been considered 
influencing the layout, 
visual hierarchy and 
appropriate use of 
colour.

Design and implementation 
for portfolio website is good 
with consideration for web 
standards and evidence of 
implementation of brand 
guidelines style.

 
Good evidence of content 
design and strategy and 
copywriting.  

 
Layout with a good 
consideration of, visual 
hierarchy and colour. 
Displayed a capacity for self-
promotion in a professional 
arena Appreciation of 
attention to detail.

Design and implementation 
of an innovative portfolio 
website is excellent with 
consideration for web 
standards, content design 
and and the overall look and 
feel of the website via the 
brand

 
Layout is excellent with a 
consideration of RWD and 
associated technologies, 
visual hierarchy and colour 
present.  

 
Displayed a capacity for self-
promotion in a professional 
arena Excellent attention to 
detail.

Research 
Discovery 
and 
Supportin
g Material 
(40%)
 
Both a 
sketchbook 
and digital 
blog 
required. 
 Emphasis 
on ideation, 
prototyping, 
research and 
reflection of 
own practice.

Very little/no 
evidence or no 
interest in 
research, sketches 
or supporting 
material 
presented. No 
exemplars or 
analysis.

 
Very limited 
evidence of time 
management 
skills, independent 
study, and/or 
initiative in the 
development of 
deliverables.

Some evidence of research, 
supporting material and 
sketches but material 
presented lacks depth and 
focus. Research focuses too 
much on online material only 
with little evidence of offline 
research. Needed to consider 
an analysis of tools and 
exemplars.

 
Time management skills are 
adequate with little evidence 
of independent study and 
initiative in the development 
of deliverables.

Satisfactory evidence of 
research, supporting 
material and sketches. 
Material presented 
contains some depth 
and focus but would 
benefit from broader 
source material from 
both online and offline 
resources

 
Needed to show process 
appropriate to the 
visualisation of ideas in 
both paper based and 
digital activities to 
communicate concepts 
visually

 
Time management skills 
are reasonable with 
evidence of independent 
study and some initiative 
in the development of 
deliverables.

Supporting material and 
research is good with solid 
evidence of experimentation, 
sketches and supporting 
material and user testing. 
Research focuses across a 
good range of sources with 
a reasonable balance of 
online and offline material 
presented.

 
Good process appropriate to 
the visualisation of ideas in 
both paper based and digital 
activities to communicate 
concepts visually.

Time management skills are 
good with evidence of 
independent study and 
initiative in the development 
of deliverables

Supporting material is 
excellent with extensive 
research (both online and 
offline), lots of evidence of 
experimentation, sketches 
and supporting material and 
variations. Research focuses 
across a very wide range of 
sources with a good balance 
of online and offline material 
presented.

 
Excellent  process 
appropriate to the visuali

Learning Outcomes 

IXD103 Exploring Identities
 
Aims
 
 
1. To introduce core principles of iconography, branding 
and identity, including a history of icons, semiotics, and 
communication systems.
2. To introduce students to fundamental techniques, 
processes and technologies through studio practice.
 
3. To equip students with the skills to communicate 
their ideas through sketching and visualisation.
 
4. To develop the skills needed to create a range of 
assets to form the backbone of a comprehensive 
corporate identity system.
 
 
Learning Outcomes
1. Develop an understanding of the principles and 
importance of identity and its role within 
communication design. 
 
2. Analyse through exploration, identity in the broader 
sense to find and use processes appropriate to the 
visualisation of ideas in both paper-based and on-
screen.
 
3. Demonstrate knowledge in the use of industry 
standard software in the development of a personal 
brand.
 
4. Take responsibility for self-directed study, 
timekeeping and organisational skills and contribute to 
group discussions and peer learning.

http://ixdbelfast.org

assessment r deliverables

Personal brand and Portfolio website = 60%
.

Research . Discovery r supporting material = 40%
}final Grade

. 40 credit point module
+ 400 hours of Work
- 70 hours approx .

in class
i 2 days a week self directed .

I.gantt charts - organisational tool)



https://awards.ixda.org

SEMESTER TWO - #103

https://brandpad.io/showcase/

https://www.siteinspire.com
https://johnkappa.com
https://www.pentagram.com
https://www.movingbrands.com
https://multiadaptor.com
https://barnbrook.net

A digital scrapbook, it’s a centralised place to gather content and to complete tasks. Tag 
posts with IXD103. You will be using the same blogs for IXD104.

25/01/21

aspiring identity

Deliverables EsoEEEES⇒

Monogram
Wordmark

Logomark
Brand Guidelines

Portfolio website

*Research rsupporting work
- VITAL

supporting Blog
-

•Brand is known as an identity .
•

many components make up a brand
• let people know what you're about

•

• who
you are and what you do

•

° enter awards to win! )
• worthgetting noticed
• can open various doors r pathways
%EEogya.fmprojects

which can give lots of
• aspire towards

social media expert

apatite Directory producerDesigner Developer 7←
Multimedia artist raining]ebRules

✓ app designer
-

Digital product designer
Mobile game designer← Digital'%statY Visual Designer



Words Shape 
Experiences
“95% of the information on the web is 
written language. It is only logical to say 
that a web designer should get good 
training in the main discipline of shaping 
written information,
in other words: Typography.”
— Oliver Reichenstein

weekone - intro - words 25/01/21

brand howls a true of Twice

• the importance of a word can make all the difference in how someone sees your bond

¥uMmmunieation
•want someone to communicate baehrintoaet COMMUNICATION• take the info • process it

joins the basis
. who are you ?
- who needs to know? cflveything
'

things.to#qGdwoneBt-IIIstwionEwedo .

.

creating aboard .

'

.

..hT¥rget audience Answers

%¥ffIfH¥o Reason
} '

• what youID E A LS • whats the brand
Iftikhar

trying to achieve • how true • aremberg
toitsey

• somewhat of a summary of • what's important otnstwuty how much
about it longevity

a brand • who does it does it have ?
compete against?

a

puttingyourself at
a point of differences

- not better
Just different

• if a brand works in Helvetica

then its agood brand .

\ ensure
you can understand

through the words usedtodescribe it .



MACROCOPY MICROCOPY

Good microcopy – those snippets of text that guide you through an interface – is often (but not always) 
unobtrusive and instructive. A phrase or even just a single word that changes your interaction with and your 
attitude to the interface, making both more positive.

TONE OF VOICE 

Tone of voice represents 
brand personality and values. 
This includes the words you 
choose and the order in which 
you put them and applies to 
all the content you deliver — 
website content, social media 
posts, emails, and any other 
formats.

- Establishes the tone ; Reinforces the tone} %EaFFGYacrb.IE?fYpYagaubetone of voice and relentability
- Sets personality Satisfies a function for professionalism - making it

more trustworthy in the eyes of
the viewer

* who I speak to will dictate tone

of voice

& 08 a

personal corporate

where do I want
to sit ?

•Defining where an organisation sits on the continuum can help shape the types of words

we use an the tone of voice we choose

• Am I trying to be more personable or professional ?
§hkriations within - don't have to stick

::÷::÷::÷:÷:÷:÷::Dway you speak
•Tapping into whats important - not being

disingenuous and trying to be something your
not - tone of voice should be natural and who

you say you are .

\
establish this before getting into
visual identity .



LINGUISTIC REGISTER

In linguistics, the register is defined as the way
a speaker uses language differently in different circumstances. This spectrum can 
aid thinking about the appropriate tone of voice for a situation although nuance and 
subtlety will be important

Frozen: This form is sometimes called the static register because it refers to 
historic language or communication that is intended to remain unchanged, like 
a constitution or prayer.
Examples: The Bible, the United States Constitution, the Bhagavad Gita.

Formal: Used in professional, academic, or legal settings where 
communication is expected to be respectful, uninterrupted, and restrained. 
Slang is never used, and contractions are rare.
Examples: a TED talk, a business presentation, Encyclopaedia

Consultative: People use this register often in conversation when they’re 
speaking with someone who has specialized knowledge or who is offering 
advice. Tone is often respectful (use of courtesy titles) but may be more casual 
if the relationship is longstanding. Slang is sometimes used, people may 
pause or interrupt one another. Teacher/student, doctor/patient, expert/
apprentice.

Consultative: People use this register often in conversation when they’re 
speaking with someone who has specialized knowledge or who is offering 
advice. Tone is often respectful (use of courtesy titles) but may be more casual 
if the relationship is longstanding. Slang is sometimes used, people may 
pause or interrupt one another. Teacher/student, doctor/patient, expert/
apprentice.

Casual: With friends, close acquaintances and
co-workers, and family. It’s probably the one you think of when you consider 
how you talk with other people, Use of slang, contractions, and vernacular 
grammar is all common, and people may also use expletives or off-color 
language in some settings.

Intimate: Non-public; intonation more important than wording or grammar; 
private vocabulary. Also includes non-verbal messages. This is most common 
among family members and close friends

examples . . .
nrrrmmmyymppnmmyy went



Whether you realise it or not, you already have a personal brand.
As Jeff Bezos of Amazon says “it’s what people say about you when you’re not in the 
room”. It’s your reputation, the size and quality of your network, the value you add, and the 
messages you send. It’s delivered in how you introduce yourself, your appearance and 
how you behave, the work you say yes and no to. It is what you put out in person and 
online. AND it may just be the difference between you having a career you love or loathe.

PERSONAL BRAND

1. Understand your current brand
What do people come to you for? What is your reputation like at work? How do 
others describe what you do?

2. Identify your strengths
What are you passionate about (in your work, and at home)? Is there anything that 
can you talk about endlessly?
What winds you up or gets you angry at work?
What makes you forget time exists?
How do you stand out next to your peers? #ixdbelfast

3. Clarify your values
What’s important to you about your career?
What’s your why?
What has to be there for you to feel happy and fulfilled at work?

4. Define your Vision
Where do I want to be in 5/10/15 years time?
Who do I need to be then?
How do I need to learn, grow, and develop to be ready for that? How would I be 
today if I were there already?

5. Understand the gap
Craft your brand strapline: words that describe you, your why, and the value you 
bring. Think about how you present yourself, how you communicate, your 
relationships. How well are you representing your brand?
Think about the places and situations your brand is most visible. In meetings, in 
daily interactions, when presenting, and your online profile. How can you 
effectively communicate who you are?

A Tw-hr[µ& {
said : twitter.info

①waged
social

Gathering Gathering :①bg , pinterest

Story : websiteweb presence

strategy story




